Summer Workshop in
International Economics and Finance

Brandeis University

Department of Economics, International Business School
And Rosenberg Institute of Global Finance

Sunday, July 15 2012

10am-10.40am
Dormant Shocks and Fiscal Virtue
Francesco Bianchi and Leonardo Melosi

10.40am-11am
Discussion and Q&A:
Dan Tortorice

11am-11.15am
Coffee break

11.15am-11.55am
The Hitchhiker's Guide to Missing Import Price Changes and Pass-through
Etienne Gagnon, Benjamin R. Mandel, and Robert J. Vigfusson

11.55am-12.15pm
Discussion and Q&A:
Catherine Mann

12.15pm – 1.45pm
Lunch

1.45pm-2.25pm
Export Markets and Labor Reallocation in a Poor Country
Brian McCaig and Nina Pavcnik

2.25pm-2.45pm
Discussion and Q&A:
Judith Dean

2.45pm-3pm
Coffee Break

3pm-3.40pm
Global versus local shocks in micro price dynamics
Philippe Andrade and Marios Zachariadis

3.40pm-4pm
Discussion and Q&A:
Raphael Schoenle

Adjourn, Campus Tour
**Logistics**

For convenience of transportation, Raphael Schoenle will offer a ride to participants from the Royal Sonesta in Cambridge at 9.15am on July 15, and return them to the hotel or the airport.

If there's demand after the workshop, there'll be a brief walking tour across our beautiful campus.

Contact organizers:
Judith Dean: judydean@brandeis.edu
Raphael Schoenle: schoenle@brandeis.edu